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Quill Candle
By Scott Thomas

Dark Regions Press, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Erin Wells (illustrator).
229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Quill and Candle is
the second book in the Ghost House imprint and includes six interior illustrations by artist Erin
Wells. In Quill and Candle Scott Thomas invites the reader back to an earlier, quieter time, when
travelers relied on horses, when cooking was done over a hearth, and frost nights were illuminated
by tapers. It was, perhaps, a more haunted time. Here you will find the corpse of a child which can
foretell the future, and a stately Massachusetts house where the painting of a mourning gown
haunts a bedchamber wall. Something terrible inhabits a wintry woodlot and something worse
menaces a war-bound frigate. The seventeen stories within are steeped in autumn leaves, chilled in
wintry wind and haunted by New England ghosts. That s no ordinary chill in the night air. It s the
result of spooky tales told by the master. Scott Thomas continues to entertain with timeless stories
of the macabre. - Jordan Rich, WBZ Radio Thomas stories creep under your skin, linger with you for
days and follow...
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Reviews
A top quality publication along with the typeface applied was exciting to read through. It can be rally interesting throgh reading through time. Your life
period will be enhance once you full reading this article book.
-- Prof. Demond McClure
Very useful to all of class of people. It is really simplified but unexpected situations within the 50 % in the ebook. I am delighted to let you know that this is
actually the best book i have read in my personal daily life and can be he finest ebook for at any time.
-- Gwen Schultz
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